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Baume 

"Fine French Cuisine"

This is the perfect place for a French cuisine experience. Their food is

exceptional, service spotless and ambiance oozes of romance. A glance at

their menu may let you dream which includes caviar, foie gras, summer

truffles and cheese plates. A special wine selection has been prepared to

accent the food. At Baumé, the philosophy is to prepare dishes with the

best ingredients available.

 +1 650 328 8899  www.baumerestaurant.co

m/

 info@baumerestaurant.co

m

 201 South California Avenue,

Palo Alto CA
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Café Brioche 

"Charming Bistro"

Located across South California Avenue, the Café Brioche offers a bistro-

cum-dining space to its patrons. This lovely establishment has a cozy feel

to it and its warm vibe complete with relaxed ambiance lends it a special

charm. The menu draws inspiration from French and Californian cuisines,

thereby offering an interesting fusion of both. Patrons can enjoy a lavish

breakfast or opt for elaborate brunch and gorge on dishes like Huevos

Rancheros, Honey Wheat Pancakes, Moules Marinier, New York Steak and

so forth. If you want to go for the specials of the day, simply check-out its

chalkboard that announces the dailies. Along with that, you can also

choose from white wine, red wine or champagne that perfectly

complements the tasty fare and the pleasant mood. For full menu perusal,

check website.

 +1 650 326 8640  cafebrioche-paloalto.com/  445 South California Avenue, Palo Alto

CA
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Pastis Restaurant 

"A French Bistro"

Recreating a French bistro right here in Palo Alto is no mean feat!

However, Pastis Restaurant has nailed it perfectly and this is quite evident

from its popularity. The owners believe in preserving their French roots

and allowing the locals to experience rich food and lovely bistro

experience. Its warm and welcoming ambiance, puts you to ease in an

instant, and one knows that he is going to have a great time here. While

seating at the patio, you can gorge on delicacies like quiche lorraine,

croque provença, pastis burger and so forth. If its too cold, you can sit

inside the cozy dining area and enjoy your meal. If its French cuisine, the

mention of wines is inevitable, and Pastis is no exception to it. Here, you

can savor Dom Pérignon, Moet & Chandon Imperial, Domaine de

Chamtepierre and other fine blends. For reservations and other details,

call ahead.

 +1 650 324 1355  www.pastispaloalto.com/  pastispaloalto@gmail.com  447 South California Avenue,

Palo Alto CA
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